
 

FOUNDERS’ DAY 4-MAN SHAMBLE TOURNAMENT INSTRUCTIONS 

WHITMOOR CC – TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 2020, 7:30 SHOTGUN START 

 

REGISTRATION - 6:30 – 7:00 am.  Give name, get Start Hole #, proceed to cart. 
 

FORMAT: 4-MAN SHAMBLE 

All players hit tee shots and select the best shot, all players hit their second shot from within 

one foot of the selected shot (cannot improve position, same as weekly rules).  Then each 

player will play his/her own ball from this point until ball is holed.  Continue in the same manner 

for each hole. 

Exception: On par 3 holes every player plays their own ball from tee to green until their 

ball is holed. 
    

Each team will record four (4) separate scores for each hole.   Each player will have a 

score on each hole.  Any hole left blank will be assigned a score of nine (9).  The two 

lowest scores on each hole should be circled, no other marks on the card.   

The gross team score will be the total of the two lowest scores on each hole.  The Net 

Team Score will be the Gross Team Score divided by two (2) for a 18 hole score minus 

the Team Handicap. 

  DO NOT total the individual scores. 
 

RULES: All Metro Seniors rules apply - All putts will be holed.  No “gimmes”.  There be a 

maximum score of 9 on any hole, after eight (8) strokes pick up and record nine (9). 
 

             Teams that are short a player will NOT take an extra shot for the missing player 
             All players will play from the same tee box 
 

   Designated Tee = Gold   
 
CLOSEST TO THE PIN – NONE due to Covid 19 

    

AWARDS will be paid by pre-determined flight.  Four flights will be determined based on 

handicaps after the July 30-31 weekly tournaments.  Team handicaps will be the sum of the 

individual calculated course handicaps from the gree teea divided by twice the number of players 

on the team.  Note: This method of calculating Team Handicaps will take into account 1, 2, 3, or 4 

person teams.  And in effect is 50% of the average of the individual course handicaps. The flights 

for this tournament A, B, C, D do not correspond to your personal flight for the weekly 

tournament.  Prize amounts will be determined when the roster is final.  Results will be posted 

on the website; prize money will be paid at the end of the season with a Metro Seniors check. 
 

Watch pace of play.  Immediately upon completion of your round please check hole by hole 
scores (DO NOT total scores) and turn in the official scorecard before eating lunch.  One 
completed official score card is turned in for each 4-man team. 
 

1. COVID Rules Summary – follow the Metro eniors Covid rules 

a. Wear masks before and after the event 

b. Maintain social distancing 

c. Do not touch the flag 

Event Leader(s) – Bill Molz (wfmolz@yahoo.com) (314-781-6119)                

mailto:wfmolz@yahoo.com

